MOBILE VIDEO
SOLUTIONS
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS FOR ENHANCED
SAFETY & OPTIMIZED RESPONSE

BODY-WORN VIDEO
FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

EVIDENCE LIBRARY VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
The industry standard for evidence management, Evidence Library offers an incredibly versatile platform, with
cloud, on-premise and options for managing, storing and sharing evidence. Evidence Library automatically links
video and audio captured by WatchGuard mobile video devices, and then synchronizes playback so recorded video
and audio from multiple devices can be seen and heard simultaneously.

RECORD-AFTERTHE-FACT
Never miss an incident
with our patented RecordAfter-the-Fact ® (RATF)
technology. You have the
power to go back in time
and record an event, even
when the officer didn’t
press record.

CLOUD-SHARE
Stop burning DVDs to
share evidence. Because
of cloud technology, you
can distribute and share
digital evidence simply.

WATCH
COMMANDER
Want complete situational
awareness for your
command staff? This livestreaming software lets
you see and hear what’s
happening as a situation
unfolds.

SMARTCONTROL

REDACTIVE

Manage V300 features,
view and categorize
recorded events, or
stream live video using
a WiFi-enabled mobile
device.

Our simple-to-use yet
extraordinarily powerful
redaction software quickly
scans the entire video clip
first, automatically detecting
faces, people, vehicles, and
license plates, so the user
spends less time manually
performing the task.

WATCHGUARD V300
The WatchGuard V300 continuous-operation
body camera is the first in the industry to address
law enforcement’s need for cameras that remain
operational beyond a 12-hour shift.
DETACHABLE BATTERY
Easily change the V300’s rechargeable battery while on the go.
Officers can keep an extra battery at the ready for unexpectedly long
shifts, extra shifts or part-time jobs where a body camera is required.

AUTOMATIC WIRELESS UPLOADING
Send critical video back to headquarters while still in the field. The
V300 uploads to cloud-based or on-premise evidence management
systems via wireless networks like LTE and FirstNet, anytime,
anywhere.

ABSOLUTE ENCRYPTION
Elevate your data security with encryption at-rest and
in-transit technology. CJIS-compliant V300 guards your data
and your reputation.

INTEGRATED WITH IN-CAR SYSTEM
One or more V300 cameras and a 4RE in-car system can work
seamlessly as a single system, capturing synchronized video of an
incident from multiple vantage points.

NATURAL FIELD OF VIEW
Reduce the fisheye effect from wide-angle lenses that warps video
footage. Our distortion correction technology provides a clear and
complete evidence review process.

IN-VEHICLE VIDEO
FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

4RE IN-CAR VIDEO SYSTEM
The most deployed in-car video system within U.S. law enforcement. The 4RE in-car system is ultra-rugged
and highly extensible, helping protect agencies’ investment well after initial deployment. The system integrates
seamlessly with body-worn cameras, automatically uploads recorded events over wireless networks like LTE and
FirstNet, and uses high-definition cameras to detect license plates on vehicles during traffic stops.

4RE RUGGED IN-CAR RECORDER

4REM MOTORCYCLE VIDEO SYSTEM

Ensuring you never lose a recording means having a back-up plan that
ensures you don’t. The 4RE’s dual drive architecture automatically
writes active recordings to both an internal Solid State Hard Drive
(SSHD) and removable USB Flash Drive, providing the perfect back-up
plan. The USB is fully secured behind a locking cast zinc door and can
be removed for secure manual transfer.

The industry-leading features of the 4RE® in-car system integrated
with a weatherproof camera designed to withstand the harsh
environments experienced by motorcycle fleets.

PANORAMIC X2
CAMERA
Dramatically expands 4RE’s video coverage in front
of the patrol car by combining the stunning quality
of the ZSL with an HD panoramic camera, all in one
compact, rugged housing. Now, you can get full
coverage without losing any of the details.

ZERO SIGHTLINE
(ZSL) CAMERA
Specifically designed to be mounted in front of the
rearview mirror in order to ensure there is zero
obstruction of the officer’s line of sight. The all-digital
ZSL camera utilizes a cast zinc camera body with a
unique form factor that is about the size of a credit card.

HD MINI ZOOM
CAMERA
12x optical zoom camera with direct controls for
automatic or manual zoom and focus allow officers the
ability to see license plates from nearly 40 feet away
and pick up key details of a person or object from a
distant position.

INFRARED CABIN
CAMERA
Specifically designed to monitor backseat activity,
the Infrared Cabin Camera has a rugged design and
low profile that anticipates any law enforcement
arrest. The infrared sensors mean that no matter
how low the light is, security footage is captured.

SIDE OR REAR-FACING
CAMERAS
Obtain a 360-degree view around the patrol vehicle
by adding side and rear-facing cameras
to a forward-facing camera system.

INTERVIEW ROOM
SOLUTIONS

4RE INTERVIEW ROOM SYSTEM
Interview suspects with confidence, knowing critical confessions and statements will never be missed using the
trusted security of 4RE and RATF technology. Our interview room recording system can conveniently package all
your interview room video and audio with all other digital evidence in searchable case files.

LIVE REMOTE VIEWING
Live video streaming software
provides remote viewing for
investigators, command staff and
attorneys through a networked
connection.

LIGHTED EASY-ON
WALL SWITCH

EVIDENCE LIBRARY
INTEGRATION

COVERT AND
TRADITIONAL CAMERAS

Provides quick and easy start
and stop of recordings from the
interview room.

Video and audio are transferred via
ethernet to Evidence Library, where
they can be stored independently
as part of case files along with
other digital files including video
events from 4RE in-car and
motorcycle video systems.

Traditional dome security camera,
covert motion sensor hidden
camera and covert pinhole
camera.

